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McDonald said.
At approximately 3 a.m. Sunday,
Orono police officer Scott Jakins
Orono police have evidence that
noticed an unsecured side door at
may help determine who stole a safe
Petty's and investigated the premises.
from Petty's Pizza early Sunday
"There was no indication that
morning.
anything had taken place," Davis
A flashlight and a briefcase that
said.
may !have been touched during the
Police called Levi Surette, cotheft will be fingerprinted, Orono
manager of Petty's, who asked pplice
to secure the door.
Police DIM*,FACIII1 Davis Mid
Monde-Y,
.
When McDonald opened for
A "severely displaced" briefcase
business on Sunday morning, he
owned by manager Rod McDonald
noticed the safe was gone.
was found in the middle of the room
The door was unbroken and
The flashlight, also (issued by
nothing else was touched during the
McDonald, was found on a desk (actheft. McDonald said.
ing the place where the safe had been.
"They appeared to know just what
It had originally been on a stairway.
they wanted and where it was," he
"We've got a lot of people we're
said.
going to call in and talk to," Davis
McDonald said he is considering
said.
the possibihty-therlirthicearlainrHe said he will contact about 20 to
employees or former enalees-d25 people, including witnesses and
Petty's.
employees.
"They either
key or they're
hitt_
The safe, 2 feet wide by 2½feet—a- really experienced
, high and about 125 pounds, containsaid McDonald.
ed $3,000 in cash, a $200 coin collecMcDonald said new locks
tion, jewelry worth approximately
on the doors on Jan. 1 S1.500, private paperwork for the
"It's just incredibk," McDonald
company and the-menage's personal
said. "Very, very few people knew
checkbooks.
the safe was there — maybe two or
"They cleaned us out g
three."
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Staff Writer
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reinstates Maine Day
by -Lisa- Cline
Staff Writer
The Council of Colleges voted Monday to reinstate Maine Day, reversing an
earlier decision to cancel the service projects day.
About 20 University of Maine
students attended yesterday's COC
meeting to show their support for Maine
Day.
No students involved in the planning
of Maine Day were at last December's
meeting when the COC voted to cancel
the day-long activities.
Some council members voiced Lunt:erns that student interest had been
underestimated at the time of their
decision.

by Jon Bach
Staff Writer
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"If student enthusiasm is there for
_(Maine Day), then we ought to do
it." said John Hitt, council member
and vice president tot academic affairs.
The council voted unanimously to
reinstitute April 19 as Maine Day.
Maine day is tirAdionally the day during TAWS Willstudents and triiCulty
members volunteer to clean up the campus and the surrounding community.
_

In canceling Maine Day last
December, council members voiced concerns about the lack of student involvement in past years.
But Bud Judson, chair of the Maine
Day Committee, told the council that
participation in the community service
projects among students has increased
by 33 percent in the last two years.
Judson said 25 percent of the student

population participated last year.
One council member said, however,r
that the number of students participating is still too low to warrant the
cancellation of classes for an entire day.
"If the number of students were up
to 75-80 percent, you would have our
unanimous support," he said. "But to
have three-quarters of the students run-,
fling off to Bar Harbor is not
reasonable."
Maureen Rosenberg, a student
senator, said the apathy of some
students should not reflect upon those
who want to improve the campus.
Charles Rauch, director of financial
management, agreed.
"This is the only time we have such
a large group of students cooperating on
such a positive project. It would be a
shamc to thwart such ail ambition,"
Rauch said.
Judsoa toold the council that Maine
Day activities not only benefit the
university but the community as a
whole.
Work done around the campus during Maine Day saves the university
$10,000 in maintenance fees, he said.
He also said that last year's oozeball
competition raised $1,500 for Operation
Liftoff, an organization devoted to
granting the last wish of terminally ill
children.
Judson said Maine Day,is an opportunity for students and faculty to work
together to improve the community.
"We're working together to see that
something gets accomplished," he

;
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elicits strong emotions

of the moo*,Iit** wowed hod
that 75 to 80 percent'of the people in the theater looked like Vietnam
Caiiing the movie "the best film to invets. They were all
troduce people to what happened durpretty moving the Vietnam War," University of ed. It
14.
Maine professor of philosophy. Doug
Whelan
Allen introduced Hearts and Minds, the
said the
first in a series of films and discussions film still
on world peace and justice.
evokes
The Academy Award-winning film, a strong
full-length documentary, combined infeelinterviews with former combat troops and gsupper-echelon government officials with
'1t
the often graphic and gruesome footage--does
r"—ed in combat zones.
nit seem
"We think this movie provides an exto lose it's I
cellent background on the war,"
power," he 1.
Allen said in his opening comments to
said.
the audience.
Whelan also
Robert Whelan, executive assistant to
said he was
the vice president for academic affairs, somewhat surprised
who served two tours of duty in Vietat the intensity level of
nam, said the movie left him speechless
the post-movie discussion.
when he first saw it in 1975.
"It's been 14 years since the war. But
"! first saw it in Kansas City," he
it's still a big issue in Cie country tosaid. "When the lights came up at the
day," he said.

When Allen asked the audience_ for
different
fere
re:t
pois4ed
of
views_. o
niov
is ie
..
0
:1:
fpersonmy
strongest reactions."
Another student responded, "I feel a
sense of betrayal
.41PEc.‘
of my ideals and
•
values. I felt a
.
•
certain amount of
shame in my

and
patriotism.
hit amaz
ins how
egocentric we
Americans are."
Assistant Pro
fessor of history
Ngo Vinh-Long
described the
presence of the United
States in Vietnam.
"What the United States was trying
to do was to destroy it (Vietnam)," he
said.
country

Loos, a leading Vietnam historian,
said thepurpose was "to make an example of ir," and to show others that
the United Stites was not going to allow
countries to fall into communist hands.
Allen agreed, but added the "maximum goal" was to cm/ilea pro-United-----

States, anti-communist Vietnam that
would be "receptive to capitalistic interests."
"We learned very early that this was
unattainable," he said. "Then we had
to destroy Vietnam to show that revolution doesn't pay."
Whelan saidnnorder to create Ali_
type of Vietnam we wanted, we had to
destroy it first."
Allen later called the discussion "probably the best we've ever had." He
said reactions to the movies are often
unpredictable.
The "Peace and Justice" film series,
sponsored by the Maine Peace Action
Committee, will show six other films on
Thurday nights during the spring
Semester.
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Still looking for great place to live?

C

Grow opposes abortion bill

N

There are a few spaces available for
eligible 'students to move into

COL VIN HALL

AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) - A
coalition of advocaats for women and
families Monday declared its opposiera lei a bill to require minor girls
seeking abortions to get the permission of a parent or a judge, saying it
will press instead of expand sexeducation programs.
A leader of the Women's
Agenda Coalition said coLegislative
—
-called parental consent legislation like
the bill being proposed in Maine this
year has had "a dismal record of
failure" in states where is has become
law.
Such laws, Joanna D'Arcangelo •
told a State House news conference
"fail to enhance family communica-

This is a Cooperative Living Unit where students work
collectively to complete all hall functions: i.e. cooking,
cleaning.

We've Move

r

Maine lawmakers killed a similar
bill in 100. and an effort to force a
statewide referendum on the proposal
last year narrowly failed to attract
enough signatures.

40-viet probe orbits Mars

'ONLY present Orono campus residents. incoming
transfers. or waiting listed students admitted to
housing are eligible.
FOR MORE INFORPIATION, CONTACT
THE SOUTlialintOfFICE
YORK NALL, 5814503

don. fly fail to assist and protect
teens in crisis, they fail to teach
minors how to make correct choices
and they fail to prevent minors from
becoming pregnant or from getting
abortions.
Anti-Abortion activists have pledged that they will renew their campaign this year to win enactment of
a bill that would require the consent
of a parent or a judge before girls I7
and younger may haye abortions

-

MOSCOW (AP) — An unmanned Soviet research probe went into orbit around Mars on Sunday after a
six-month, I I I-million-mile voyage
from Earth. Tass reported.
On a mission that has so far been
plagued by problems. Phobos II arrived with instruments and experiments prepared by 12 countries
and the European Space Agency'.
Soviet officials say the mission will
help them get ready to send a manned craft to Mars in the early 21st
century.
The breaking rockets of Phobos II
fired at 3:55 p.m. Moscow time, the
official news agency Tess said Sos let
ground controllers began analyzing
data from the craft to-eatiori a proper orbit, it said.
.
Phobos II was launched July 12 in

an ambitious program to unlock
mysteries of the Red Planet and its
largest moon. Phobos.
The probe is supposed to record
dailY and seasonal temperature
changes on Mars, make a
temperature map of the surface, and
identify areas where the sod is permanently frozen, Tess. Data will also
be collected on the planet's mineral
makeup and atmosphere.
The Phobos mission is the most
ambitious of nearly 20 U.S. and
Soviet unmanned missiont to study
-- Tess saier-Phobos lj is the fret
spacecraft to orbit Mars. However.
U.S. officials say U.S. probes orbited
Mars dunng- rhe Ming missions or
the 1970s. The planet is believed to
be most like Earth after Venus.

U.S.- leaves Kabul embassy
;.

GeneralStudent Senate
d to:
2.00

_

Nutting

6 pm Tuesdays

KABUL._Afghanigan4AP) -Marine gime lowered the flag for
-the la time-Monday
Embassy staff prepared to *pert
before the Red Army leaves Kabul's
fate to Afghan soldiers and Moslem
geurrillas who wan in the hilh. •
"As we say goodbye. we may.'God
bless the Visited States.-'"--said
,Charge d'Affaires John D.
btassman; the ranking American
cliplat still in IC.abid, at the soiann
-cetemoity.
"Today we leave at a moment that
is both happy and sad, pleased that

th_e_11cOPIC q.A1Sbotat000topini
to be rdieved of theie sofferiosi bet
t-Wasv their struggii
people of the United States
are with them." Glassman said.
raising the fokled flag above his head
in a salute. _
"We will bc back when the conflict
is over.
Marine pure brought down the
Stars and %Wis. gently folded thc
flag and handedit to Glassman who
walked to a small slab of marble on
the other side of the compound that
honors Adolph Dubs, the former
U.S. ambassador.

Snake in church kills
HARLAN, Ky. (AP)
A man
who did not seek medical treatment
for a rattlesnake bite received during
-a churehraerviechas-died.-author
ities
_
said.
Ernest W.Short,41. of Tette/ilk
died at his father's-home Sunday,
Harlan County Coroner William
Venable said
A 21
/
2 to 3-foot snake bit Short
during a service Saturday at Ages
Pentecostal Church, Venable said.
Members of some strict fundamentalist Protestant churches believe the

Bible directs them to handle
poisonous snakes as evidence of their '
faith in Christ.
Under Kentucky_ law,
snakes during religious services is a
misdemeanor,tainisha Me*&fine of
550 to 5100. BM-charges are rate,
snake handling is a regular practice
in some churches throughout the
mountains of eastern Kentucky and
Appalachia.
The last known death from.a snake
bite during a church service occurred
in Harlan County on Feb. 13. 1986-

by Doris R)
Staff A'ritei
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Nutritionists worried Canacki pulls troops
about cafeteria to
from exercise
by Doris Rygalski
Staff Writer

- the pm few years.
"There are so many fad diets,"
Price said. "We try to stress the path of
Cafeteria food is often portrayed as
normal nutrition."
a form of punishment in movies and
In addition to the availability' Of
IdeViii011 shows. People like to joke and
healthy
foods, Johnson said she and
laugh about the "Thursday special."
have tried to supply
managers
food
but are these jokes myth or reality?
larger
a
variety
of foods to attract
good
the
food
is,
. "No matter how
there will always be someone who isn't students and encourage more healthhappy," said Anne Johnson. manager conscious attitudes.
However, Johnson said she Is
of dining hall programming.
that students lack the willfrustrated
She cited an example of a student who
ingness
to
try new or different foods.
came to the food manager with the com"We
present
it — vegetarian and
Captain
Crunch
supply
of
plaint that the
foreign entrees — but we have trouble
cereal had run out
"There were 14 other varieties to getting students to try it," she said.
The assumption,she said, is that stuchoose 'from," Johnson said.
dents
are adults who could make their
She said the University of Maine ofown
choices.
wellfers every opportunity to cat a
"Healthy food is available," Price
balanced meal.
"We have a good salad bar, low-fat said. "But so is the unhealthy food."
Price said students tend to associate
milk, fruit, and we're trying to cut down
the
unhealthy foods — cookies, fries, or
on the use of oils in food," Johnson
hamburgers
-- with reward and love.
said.
"It's
the
way
we were brought up,"
Freshman Marcia Adams and
she
explained.
"We
were trained that
the
touted
Grenderg
sophomore Lisa
certain foods are treats given as rewards
wide menu selection.
"You can find something different or as an expression of love."
Johnson and Price have initiated a
- everyday," Grenderg said. "But they
number
of programs that are aimed at
try to spice things up too much... it just
informing
and instructing students
doesn't work."
about
nutritional
matters.
being
the
food
Adams said she likes
Johnson
said
she
frequently sends
offered.
"I think the food is fine," she said. health fliers to the campus community.
Some of the more recent flias have
"The selection is good and it seems
contained
information on such tics as
healthy."
cutting
down
on salt and the importance
are
Still, UMaine nutritionists
of
carbohydrates.
concerned...
Last summer, Johnson was involved
Johnson and Nancy Price, a UMaine
in
a video production about basic
health educator, claim students' nutrinutrition.
tion consciousness has deteriorated in
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On Campus Housing Available For
*Non-Traditional Students
*must be at least 22 years of agc

Five great reasons to choose York Hall
*convenient access to classes, the library,
computers, recreational facilities...
*direct involvement in the UM community.
*an academically oriented, yet social atmosphere
for older students.
*meet other non-traditional students - make
new-friends. .
*freedom from daily coinudng and parking
challenges.

Students must be currently enrolled at UM.
received anA or-B in-the coursshey-iii
to tutor, have a-minimum 3.0 GPA. excellent
communication gills and a high level of

The South Campus Office
YORK HALL, 581-4503

A Luncheon Discussion Series

Tnis noontime series is being sponsored Dy

the Maine Peace Action Committee iMPAC)
The Union-Board (TUB), and The Maine Christian
Association

Yea..

s'Ls"

-

patience. _Work-study eligibility preferred.
but not required.
( program,
Tis pond ref.
If interested contact:
*stiff Rood, Orme wipes,
•
Tapes": 581-2319

No. Bangor Lounge
Memorial Union
Wednesday, Feb. 1, 12:20 pm

For more information, e44

•-•••

PEER TUTORS NEEDED
The Onward Tutor Program is looking for
peer tutors in the 100 S 200 levels of:
Math, Physics, Chemistry and Biochemistry.

OEM 'TALL

••••

FAIRBANKS, Alaska (AP) — ficials canceled their forces' parCanada pulled ,put of joint coldticipation and recalled their remainweather military exercises Monday,
ing aircraft and soldiers, Mock said.
the morning after eight soldiers were
"They canceled because of the
killed in the crash of a C.-- i 30
- transport plane trying to land in icy.
equipment they lost (in the crash),"
fog at $0 degrees below zero.
Mock said. "The aircraft was bringThe four-engine Hercules was carin equipment ranging from snow
ing
rying eight crewmen and 10
___machir•es to cold weather
"
• paratroopers from Edmonton,
Military planners call Brim Frost
Alberta, to participate in Brim Frost
"the premier cold weather training
'89 when it crashed Sunday night at
exercise in the free world." But
the end of the runway at Fort Waintemperatures plunging to more than
wright, said U.S. Army Maj. Sherrel
below zero during the past two
60
Mock.
weeks have been too much of a test.
Three men were in serious condiThe hitter cold caused metal
tion, one was listed as stable and six
fatigue and rubber fatigue in trucks
others are being held for observation
and aircraft, stalling equipment and
at the base's Bartlett Army Comgenerally slowing maneuvers, Mock
munity Hospital, Mock said
said.
Monday.
"But we've been able to land air"We don't know if the cold
craft," he said.
weather had anything to do with
"Another Canadian C-130 had
ii," Mock said. "Teams are out
an hour earlier," he said.
landed
there right now, going through the
aircraft in the flight was
"The
third
wreckage."
diverted to Fairbanks airport because
"The investigation is still in its earthe runway was blocked."
ly stages. They're wondering if it was
the
weather
or
something
The plane's last contact with the
mechanical."
control tower was at 6:47 p.m. There
A 450-man Canadian paratroop
force was to support the II S Army's-- were no distress calls from the crew
before the crash, Mock said. There
1st Birgadc, 6th Infantry Division
was no explosion or fire after the
that
battle
land
major
(Light), in a
plane broke in two and skidded to a
was the centerpiece of the Brim Frost
ground exercises near Fairbanks. _halt about a quarter-mile down the
runway. he -said.
But after the eqph.-tanadian of-

•

•

•
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Steinberg convicte
- A state jury
NEW YORICW5--Monday convicted Joel Steinberg of
manslaughter the beating death of
his illegally adopted 6-year-old
daughter, a death that refocused nadam'attention on domestic violence.
Steinburg showed no emotion as
each of the 12 jurors was questioned
about the verdict, which came at
about 6:30 p.m. The jury found him
innocent of the more serious charge
of second-degree murder. The verdict culminated a case that
touched the nation's conscience with
witnesses providing a wrenching
detail of the physical and emotional
havoc wrought by spousal and child
abuse — and the failure of others to
intercede.
Steinberg's lawyers denied that he
ever beat Lisa. Prosecutors and Hedda Nussbaum told another story.
Nussbaum testified that on Nov. 1,
1987 he ordered her and the girl to
eat hot peppers, then drink large
amounts of water — typical of the irrational behavior common in the
household.
Nussbaum said that she was in the
bathroom when Lisa went into the
bedroom to ask Steinberg if she could
go out to dinner with him. About 6
or 6:30 p.m., he walked into the
bathroom, holding Lisa's limp body.
"And I said, 'What happened"
Nussbaum testified. "He said
'What's the difference'Oat happened? This is your child. Hasn't this
gone far enough?"
They put the unconscious child on
the bathroom floor. Steinberg then
kft for dinner, saying "Don't worry,
just let her sleep," she testified.

When Steinberg returned trom dinner at about 10 p.m., she said they
smoked cocaine. It was then that he
admitted hitting the girl, she testified.
About 6 a.m., Steinberg said Lisa
had stopped breathing and tried to
revive her, she said. They finally called 911 at 6:30 a.m., she said.
Steinberg's lack-of concern for the
girl exhibited "more than depraved
indifference to human life," Assistant District Attorney Peter Casolaro
said at the trial. "It was monumental indifference to human life."
Staffers from St. Vincent's
Hospital, many of them clearly
hostile to Steinberg, testified that he.
appeared unconcerned about Lisa's
welfare and made,distasteful comments when he was told she had brain
damage.
"What you're saying is she's not
going to be an Olympic swimmer,"
Dr. Patrick Kilhenny quoted
Steinberg as replying.
Casolaro also said Steinberg gave
differing versions of details of the
events of the night of Nos. 1, including how Lisa was bruised.
The defense said the prosecution's
case built largely on circumstantial
evidence, did not disprove every
possibility except Steinberg's guilt, as
the law requires.
Ira London and Adrian DiLuzia,
Steinberg's lawyers, sought at various
times to explain Lisa's injuries by
suuestiing that she had choked on
her dinner, had fallen, had been
struck by a classmate,had contracted
Reye's syndrom and had been killed
by doctors who put a monitoring needle into her brain.

in Nlaine town

"1 *as more interested in the process'
of trying to figure out whether or not
it was true," he said.
In 1830. at the age of 14, Emihne
Collins -said he simply presented the
became an unwed mother while work- facts and-allowed the viewers to make
ing in a ml'! at Lowell, Massachusetts. their own conclusions.
In order tu escape scandal, she trad"I intentionally left it up to the aued her baby to a childless i-oupk for' dience to believe (w hat)„they wanted
room and board and a ride home to to," Collins said.
Maine.
He expressed the pride he felt at be.4: age 62. she met and fell in love ing able to gather as much information
with a man much younger than she. together as he had.
They were.soon married.
"Not a lot was written about poor
A short time after, during a visit with
people back then:" he explained.
some people from Massachusetts, "Your life was recorded onlY if—you
Enciline d4ronnvered she had married her owned property... (Entifirx) appeared in
901I.
only a few pauper records for receiving
"Sins of Our Mothers", a true-life. such things as a free pair of shoes from
a church."
film directed by Matthew Collins, attracted a near capacity crowd at Sutton
Aside from "Sins of Our
Lounge Wednesday afternoon.
of
town
Collins has edited
Mothers,"
Maine
Set in the small
interand wntten
documentaries
used
numerous
documentary
the
Fayette,
and directed such films as "First time,
views, archival material, town records
l.ast time," winner of the Gold Hugo
and dramatic re-enactments to uncover
at the Chicago International Film
the circumstances behind the small-town
Festival, and "Portrait of America:
scandal.
cen19th
of
New Hampshire," Best-of-show winglimpses
c
'The film gas
ner at the Houston International Film
tury. American morality through the
Festival.
revelation of the life and trials of
Introduced as "a historian who
Emiline, a pauperish woman.
presents historical facts visually rather
Collins, is a former Orono resident
than by print," Collins is the son of
and son of Edward Collins, chairperson
He
department.
Marilyn and Edward Collins.
science
of the political
Edward Collins is a University of
is also a 1980 graduate of wesicyan
Maine Professor and chair of the
University.
po1itic21 science department.
He said. the existence of Emiline is
supported by documented facts, but____
truths regarding the "Oedipus myth"
He mid the veracity dibilik did
could not be successfully determined.
vinery 19iiiiAm be began.

by Doris Rygalski
Staff Writer
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Tuesday, February 7th
On Campus Students Voteln your Commons

Off Campus Students
Vote in the Memorial Union

Students running for Senate have until Noon Monday to submit petitions to the
Student Government Office in the Manorial Union.
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simims 1.00t 17. needed Ic;/ pieasant
telephone work in Bangor office Must dress
rwatlY, speak clearly. and be entliusiastk
Eserung and week-end opening; available immediately. $5 CO an hour plus dashe bonus
and int entrw plan:Apply. in person: ACADIA
VII L\(;[ Flangm ofke 27 State St.

•

Pregnant and cqnsidenrig adoption? Our
- happy Limily would low to have anew batA
Non us. Expenses paid_ I or more inlomiabon . 4 all our attorney oiled
(408) 288-7100 A149. Any enerstatc
adoption must be 'done in compliance with
Maine law Tior-22—Chapier 1153

LOST at FOUND
I )l'ND 1 pair wve nrrinwd lams.lost out(
idelenneis Hall parlor's lot Viclory
ronta-t- Terri Strout 2308

-FOR SALE
IV Honda Usk. SIXE Of bed Aker
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BLRION SN(MBOARD. Backbit!
(Woody). recently refirmhed arid waxed $85
or 13 Bnxr 5814646 mi 301 alter 9pin
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ROOMMATE NEEDED to shire expenses_
large house is Old TOWS $275
Washeri9Fyericitche11.-atatilitiespoid-.827 3867 ask for Dave

ROOMMATES WANTED at Park Place
Vs. Cal 866-3777

SUMMER JOBS
Summer lobs with trpward Bound. Work
- with (oile9e bound high school students on
campiis We need reading. studs
wnting. math and cornpukTs icnce
teachers, career counselors, Residential Life
counselors. and others. Summer work-study
especially helpful Excellent proiessional ex penence. Room and board available for some
no.......1.4jvcieraltetotot• Upward amrid
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ROOMMATE NEEDED

LOST Man's ring, gold. set with imitation
red SiOrle. REWARD. Please return LI Muni.
Was my grandfather's ring. RB: 827-8663

SPRING BREAK '89 vacation packages aie
here! Travel to Jamaica. Mexico CI DdYi0ed
starting at $399/or in the Student Trawl
Senores sales team. Get a group of 20
.
together and earn a free inp Call.:
1-800-648-4849 for details

FREE LEGAL ADVICE
kre you having problems with your apt?
Student Legal Services !an help you.
SBA Prof taw Office/ Provides free legal
advice/ Court appearances/ f undergracisi
Mem Union. 2nd low.

HELP WANTED
CRUISE SHIPS !ORS- now hiring men and
SilfTWT1 Summer and career opportunities
Lxcdknt pay Oir world trawl. Hawaii.
Bahamas. Canbbean. eir CALI NOP''
(206) 736-7000 ext 353C
act,

NummoN
Spcms nutntion Vitamins. high-tech
suppierntnts. state-of-the-art prograrrn
Free price list. Contact Well Being.
Dept 278 Box 9737 New Haven. CI
06516 7 -

!NJ'S tal Marketing firm seeks ambitious.
mature studeni t,NNW"on-campus promo- din tchoot
Norig ior tap naVarU-ciimpitriks
year flexible hours with etifflitli* potential.
to $2'.500 Cal Lisarine or -Rebecca at
1-800-592-2121

Hoke hundreds in si for van time plating
pains. No sang. f_ Al 1 (918)33M0NEI

SPRING BREAK!

•

Looking ior a was to St't to Honda for spring
break? Ticket lor sale. Roundtrip. Portland
to Tallahamee. $250 or BEST OFFER!
Contact Michelle-230 kiwirrecown Ha
581 4914

SPRING BREAK Nasau/Paradise Island from
$29900 Package includes. Roundtrip air.
Transfers. 7 nights howl. Beach parties. Free
lunch. Crum Free admission to nightclubs.
Taxes and more Cancun packages also
available!! Organize small group. earn free
trip! 1-800-231-0113 or (203) 967 3330

ROOMS FOR RENT

A (ion place to studv'. furnished mom located
within 2 mm walk to Unmersity,Reierenoes.
Td: 866?816

11/4 1k1 \ BAKE in beautiful Negri- Jamaicanbelto.able spnng break packages starting
_at $439 Call Sun Splash Tours at
1-800-426-7710

35 Shibles Hall. LIMaine 581-2522

Resort hotels cruneimers. airlines and amusement parks. now accepting applications for
spring and iummerlobs. Internships, and
career positions. for more irdonnabon and
an application. wnte National Collegiate
Recreabenn Service PO Box 8074: Hilton
Head, SC 29938
VALENTINE'S DAY
FLOWERS AGAIN? Are you tired of pout
outrageous prices for flowers at Valentine's
Day! CAMPUS GREETINGS CAN HEIP!
special Valentine's Day balloons and cakes
at reasonable pnoes Between 6pm-10pm
weekly

AMERICAN
tiCANCER
I SOCIETY
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SHE'S NOBODY'S BABY!
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THE CHALLENGE...
THE JOY...THE REWARD.
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be on Ak Force nurse You'l experience

highspirited film
illustrating women's
roles in our society
throughout history.
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Got a problem?
a gripe?
Write a letter to
The_Daily
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Suite 7A
. Lord Hall.
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former—medical school drop-out and heroin addict
from Boston could unjustly end up behind bars
for distributing sterile needles and syringes to
drug addicts in an attempt to reduce their chances of getting AIDS.
Presently, many heroin addicts are sharing needles and
increasing their chances of getting the AIDS virus. AIDS
may be contracted either intravenously or sexually.
The former addict has found a black market syringe
distribution outlet that will let him purchase more needles
inexpensively. By distributing the clean syringes, he says he
is reducing chances of a potentially hazardous situation.
He said he can get 150 syringes from his black market
source at half the cost of over-the-counter purchases.
Police say he is fostering rather than suppressing drug
addiction. He argues that he is "saving their lives."
Next month, this man, who some say is a savior among
the vermin of drugs in one of the largest metropolitan
cities in the United States, will face charges of being an
accomplice tO drinflinfricking and making illegal purchases. He may face up to seven years in jail.
Are the police right by administering laws on a man
who is possibly saving the lives of over 100 addicts at a
time?
Is the former drug addict and medical school drop-out
rightly justified in his actions to save an almost irreversible
drug addiction and streetside junkie?
This is a man who has seen what heroin can do: He
understands the physical need for the drug and the need to
foster the habit. Although he has recovered, he is not immune to the plight of these people. If he didn't care, he
wouldn't do it.
There is a fine laic drawn between the law and human
dignity in this case. The catch-22 is costls for police and
for the man with the cause
The courts will decide who to damn more-- the savior or
the junkie.
-

Breaking up_is hard to do
reading
After
John
Holyoke's column last week.is,
which he so subtly put down
women and our methods of
dumping men, -I feel compelled
to respond.

So the girl wanders around
wondering what happened (did
he mose to Mozambique on
short notice or did he get married over the weekend or,
what?).
. Then she catches a
glimpse of him across the mall
right before he ducks into the
chemistry building. (He's a
philosophy major.)

I'm responding as the only
female column writer on The
Daily Maine Campus staff at
this time, and for all those
Women who need defending.
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Now there is no question that
Cynthia Beckwith
there are many women out
there who are complete jerks
--and love to destroy the male- Thai you-Woe you mass
do,but
ego. It has a certain appeal, but
that usually results-it -11 amitythere are also a lot of people
scene. Nasty scenes are better
who really don't know -what
averieleei at all rints.
they want. Remember .1^"
WIll admit, ens `vr don't
the "relationship" in today's
hase enough time for a relasociety has gotterr-a,lot more
tionship" is pretty feeble. It
complicated than it waS,twenty
doesn't take that much time or .
or forty years ago. Women
energy to base a relationship. It
have a lot snore choices these
may not be a great one, but
days besides just finding a hustime is not that important.
band. Men, on the other hand,
Now, whatever excuse a
have pretty much the same opwoman gives you for not wantions as they always have. Get
ting to see you again, be glad
a job, find a wife, have kids,--you are getting an
excuse.
get fat, go bald, and die.
Many men (not all, mind
you, so keep the nasty letters to
Abu,somepeopie dochange a minimum l have been socializtheir minds about hOw they feel ed to believe that feelings are
about other people. You can be not cool. Therefore, when
they
madly in love with someone for decide they want to -end a
relatwo or three months. Then tionship because they have no
he/she starts to feel real com- time, they can't stand the perfortable with you and all of the son, or they don't know
what
sudden you realize how weird they want, men just
stop
he she really is.
calling.
When she calls him, his
What can you say other than, roommate asks who's calling
"I don't feel the same as I did (when he has never cared
before) and then tells ner that
before?" You could tell
him/her that you have decided "he"(the jerk) isn't home and
that you actually have nothing
probably won't be for the next
few months.
in common with him/her and

•

'4'

At this • point, she's real
suspicious and might even dare
to think she's been dumped.
But the real clincher is when she
goes to. of those frar_pwties and sees him sucking face
with some blond space cadet
with big hair and a mattress tied
W her -back.
This is the biggest slam in a
girl's life, especially if she has
a brain.
What's even worse is when
she actually tries to reason with
him. This is a nightmare. She
gets emotional, he gets anothe:beer, they end up going home
together and then he never calls
her again for-the-second
This, gentlemen, is why
women sometimes gise strange
excuses for breaking up. They
are afraid of hurting the guy's
feelings so thes try to let him
down as gently as possible to
avoid the grief they had to go
through with the jerks of the
world.
Cynthia Beckwith is a senior
journalism major who wants
everyone to know that all
similarities in this column to an
actual event are totally coincidental. Kinda...
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There are bulletholes
in the walls and cadavers in
the streets:.big these are
gruesome symbols of what
Haitians consider the first
steps toward a new democracy.
I visited Port-au-PrinCt. the
capital city, and other outlying villages
the holiday breakaa an'assistant to a visiting professor..I
knew my co-sponsors. the University of
Mime and Voice of Alper-ice. an
broadcasting organization

-far two weeks during

by
Steven Pappas
affiliated with the U.S. Information
Agency. would not send me to a
gerous area. But. I went to Haiti with
misconceptions gathered from the
.4eleViN-ityri• coverage of the coups since
last summer. My mentor for the trip.
Dr. Mark Poindexter. a professor of
communication at Central Michigan
University. had similar misconceptions.
Haitians are on the brink of
something new after six dictatorships in
35 years. Thiy facelibinossibilityWa
new democratic government which may
aid those people who have been struggling without jobs and adequate public
transpOrtation, and who also have few
health facilities and social services. After three decades of crippling dictatorships. Haiti has finally stood and faced
a long-term healing process from the
scars of corruption.

_

_
improving their well
being. An American information officer
in Haiti, Stewart King. and other critics
are concerned-about the stability of a
democracy that was obtained by a
violent government overthrow, while
mans Haitians have accepted Avril's
power as a democracy.
Ilaiti is a country of contrasts
and paradoxes. a land filled with

Roach are being paved. education is spreading throughout the
country. There is a freedom of press
and speech which had previously been
stifled by dictatorships.
After eour coups in three years.
Haiti is reigned by a military government led by Lt. (len. Prosper Avid. The
new president seems tobe concerned
with the general welfare of the people

extreme differences in class. There is a .
range from politically elite and wealthy
businessmen to beggars and impoverished skeleton citizens. Eighty-five
percent of the population constitutes the
lower-claSs while less than eight percent includes the wealthy. There is a

(continued on page 8)
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(continued from page 7)
•
middle class, but like the wealthy, it is almost nOnexistent. The country never
rests.

The streets of Port-au-Prince are cluttered with the hustle of rush hour:
traffic that never lots up. There are no new cars. only used cars repaired in back
alleys: Sidewalks are shared homes for entire families and stores for merchants
selling items from cigarettes to tuxedo shirts. Children beg mothers with babies
breastfeeding on wilted teats plead for money. Everyone wants to sell something.
and nothing goes to waste.
Garbage lines the streets, though. There is a constant pungent smell of
diesel fuel, woodsmoke and the raw sewage that streams down gutters of the main
streets of the city.
Houses are made of tires, cinder blocks, or even mounds of garbage. As
many as five or six people use in one-room shanties
which reach as far as the eye'can wander. From afar.
the houses appear to set one atop another for miles.
Haiti is a real place. like M ItOttetrtut the
diversity of these people is affected by political
unrest and widespread starvation and poverty.
Haitians farm as much as they can in their
mountainous country. It is plush and beautifully
green. but the soil is rocky, hilly and difficult to
plant crops. Thousands of farmers and merchants
cosign:gate at open markets on the main highway.
trying to sell their diverse range of products. Mangoes. bananas, corn, lettuce, tomatoes and other
goods are peddled. The country is considered by
many leading officials to be a land of opportunity
unlike the deteriorating country the media has
portrayed inquad of showing the big picture of the good and the bad.
Journalists have portrayed Haiti as a disheveled country of.-staning
bandits Who valued only what they didn't have and took forceful. even extreme,
- --action to obtain what they wanted. This perception is available to those who Want
the grotesque details against a gullible public..but. in reality. Haiti offers:more
nuggets of valuable cultural experiences and niceties thanmosi tourist traps in
America.
Haitians do want the tourist dollar. Hustlers wait outside the hotels and
airports waiting for prey. As many as a dozen of these "operators" flock around
and tty_to.iell themselves as taxi drisers, guides or just conversationalists. Each
trade. even conversation, costs money according to them.
Haitians never stop working. They strive to do the best they can do with
the limited resources they have. If sOlicitifig or-Vegging is The job. it has been perfected. If building flour mills or repairing cars is the job. it has been perfected.
There is no limit to achieve sucess in survival. Haiti is overpopulated, lacking
arable land to plant crops and, presently has less than five percent drinking water in
the entire country. Haiti is approximately the size of Maryland with a population
of six million, and a birthrate of over five percent.
Poindexter•s role in Haiti. as an academic specialist, was to give a series
of serninars.10. Haitian journalists and station managers on.the topictortoustness
strategies and station management.
The most enduring legacy ((tribe dictatorship overthrows.hatteen the
birth of the -Haitian press. Poinc*iter—s- —advice
-eliminate certain —bap— in
Haitian media and improve the quality of'worklife suggesting new methods of
iniermedia planning
Many radio stations-WM at ked and desto•yed by-men-dressed
military fatigues after broadcasting news of coups or government rumors. Bullet
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holes line many walls in a majority of the 30 stations.
Station officials, though, wouldn't confirm if the men were sent.by the
•government. They said it might endanger their lives.
Even through the duration of our stay. there wasan electricity in the air, a
talk of another coup. The people of Haiti survive, and don't seem to think of their
lives otherwise. Most seem tobe content. I could not and would not speculate •
where-Haiti is headed politically and overall as a country. I will though say that
. It is unique and different from anything
Oath is not what I anticipated it might be.
.in the United States.
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The Haitian Presidential Palace.
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garbage strewed along the strrets is not an uncommon site In Haiti.

Photos by Steven Pappas
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True Celtics Fan
Text and Photo
-13%.c..0.1,
"%ova It
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many things that can stir. us to the
same frenzy at the age of 40 as they did at the age of
10. But I have one. It's the longest and best running
show that Boston has to offer...the Celtics professional
basketball team.
The Celtics...champions 16 times
I do. however.fttOSI vociferously
since 1957. A team whose very name has disagree that any club from the Birders or
become synonymous with excellence and the Dave Cowensio Jo White era of the
whose tradition has carried it to nearly 1970s. should be considered THE greatmythic proportions in the span of 30-plus est team ever.
years.
It just seems to in;thatthe Celtic'
Such a tradition deserves& special kind of of the late Fifties and early . Sixties 'did
recognition. a special kindof fan. Indeed, more to blend their egos. skills and pei:
I don't think just anyone should be al- sonalittes • than
more
recent
lowed to BE a Celtics fan. There ought' ensembles, and had deeper bench strength
be a test! For, no matter how old you are. too. Names like Russell. Heinsohn and
if you don't have any idea who Walter Cousy. Bill Sharman. Frank Ramsey.
Brown was, or which future Celtic wit Satch Sanders. Sam and K.C. Jones and
sitting on the Dodgers bench when Bobby the marvelous link between this era and
Thomson hit _his_ famous playoff home . the Dave C.owens-lo Jo Whale era of the
run, or why Tom-Heinsobn shot a.no-art:---170nand the Bird era..
Havlic-W
line-drive style jumper. then to me you're Worst Moments As A Celtics Fan:'
little more than a bandy.agon climber.
'-On my first visit to the Boston Garden
If you think of Bob Cousy only ,for a Celtics playoff game, the Lakers inin terms of being -that motor-mouthed yoked deus ez niachina in the form_ of
analyst with the lisp and don't know the -Elgin Baylor who floated around- the
____n_amvoLthe .hated_iimiLagainst whom budding scoring4points.arecord which
14r. Basketball" scored 50 points in a stood for many yeariantil Michael Jorfour-overtime game, you probably are dan eclipsed it. I remember well the shatmuch better off following the fortunes of tcrcd youngster I was, not belies mg the
teams with no worthy traditions. — like Celts could lose in my presence. running
all of New EnglandVsher professional a bit ahead of my Dad down the many
sporting franchises.
spiraling stairwells in the bowels of the
If you don't know what Bill Garden. I didn't want him to see my
ittis
—
seTI used to do inAte-ko‘CierWattitiTust
before he Ventured out to play the final- 4klity. bestfriend from high school. Mike
series game for anetber championship.(-Swanson. and I cortsoled one another.
from which be emerged victorious II watching the gallant Hay Iicek.in the 1973
tunes in a 13-year career, pleate don't playaffs, his ailing right shoulder render-bother any_RA_-_Leiltic fan withour in&his..-shooting_ _hand useless. _Hondo
insulting suggestion that the Celtics' great- played nevertheless, battling like Hamlet
est team ever, is the present ensemble.
to the death...
And,for the ultimate blasphemy. •The hrtic last stand made by the inIf you hase no idea what Coach Red Au- jury-plague 1987.team. against Milwauerbach used to do on the bench wheneser kee. Detroit a'h4 Los Angeles, gamely
i'Cdticvk1ciyiaia,sured please de: trying to defend ii4itIe...
fectto the Hollywood Loiters'cause. They Favorite Celtics Mo ents: Well, we can
deserve your Superfiial carpe diem per- certainly start with 16 championship sea-,
spective on the importance of today's sons._ including one stretch ss.here the team
victory.(The nnsw ers to all of the above won every year from 1959 through -1966
are at the end_of the column)
— which for me meant'the streak began
What follows is the anatomy of a when: I wag in junior high school and
real Celtic fah—
didn't end until I was a freshman in colFat orite Celtic Team: I won't for one lege!
moment argue against the idea that Larry • Johnny Most's,screeching of the halBird is individually the greatest skilled lowed words-Hay icek stole the balI'!"on
,playerthe Celtics have ever had or, for the radio as my Dad and I were barely
that matter, the most outstanding player able to pick up the blessed event on teleeser. Nor would I dispute that the present vision through a field of snow, the result
starting five players for Boston of center of the fuzzy transmission provided by my
Robert Parish. forwards Bird and Kevin -Dad's super-duper antenna purchased just
McHale. and guards Dennis Johnson and so we could attempt to pick up a Boiton
Danny Ainge constitute the finest first television Station irt Bangor.: five players with which the Celtics have • The tremendous comeback of the 1969
squad. which finished the regular season
ever opened a game.
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in fourth pl•ce.overcame a'3-1 deficit to
a powerful Philadelphia team in the
Eastern finals and battled from behind
again to defeat the Laker% for the title.
The sixth game of the Laker% series Was
a sellout at the game and a college friend
and I waited several hours at the Garden
ticket windows to see it any reserved
tickets were not claimed by owners. Our
longshot came in. I dashed to the right
window. 20 minutes after the game
started, beating a horde of other etaally
hungering souls. We saw Sam Jones fling
an off-balance jumper in the waning moments which caught the -back rim just
right, and the ball popped straight up and
then straight down through the basket
forcing a ,sevath game in Los Angeles
(where Lakernowner 4ack Kent Cooke
would be stuck with a ceiling full of celebratory balloons). An anguished Wilt
caught the ball as it dropped from the
.netting..._ _

By Ed Rica
_
• Haslieek•s retirement game. As a photographer I looked for vintage moves and
as a Ian I tried to click some mental tillages to hold forever. I also tried. unsuccessfully. not to cry. When Havlicek went
on a scoring tear in the last few minutes.
to thunderous and adoring ovations., my
eyes welled up often. Fortuoately I would
encounter the late Ray Fitzgerald of the
Boston Globe who I'd met while serving
a college internship at the newspaper). a
sport writer I'd long admired. Fitzgerald•s
eyes were red and swollen. We chatted.
en route to Hay I leek's final press conference. jnd I felt touch better...
Answers To Quiz Questions: I. Walter
Brown was the Celtics first owner who
kept the franchise alive in Very lean time,:
2. excellent athlete Bill Sharman 3. Heinsohn grew up shooting in a gym with a
very low ceiling: 4. The Dolph Schayesled Syracuse Nationals: 5. Russell always

(continued on page 10)_

John WNW* In his Anal game in 1978.
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Spirits
Chef's Corner:

food

Philosophy

n-recem yfat•• 1mericans hase
been changing thkir citing-habits. With heart disease tile
number one killer. Amencans
hase had to take a look at ss hat the.

I

N

effects in the price of-grain and vegetables. Keeping these factors in mind
you Can still prepare- low cast. nuIri
tious meals using these guidelines:
I. Take advantage of seasonal
ingredients.
2.'Use lighter sauces to
enhance foods.
Be consciouv of fats and
salts
4. Most of all. be creative.

Keep in mind that you do not
have to use thc so-called hest cuts Of
the choice products to have good end
results. With proper cooking techiques
a lamb shank can he every hit as good
.is J trenched rack of lamb without
.aLriticing the nutritionaVvalue.
With food prices on the
increase we have had to look towards
cheaper cuts of meat and some less
common types ot seafood as a source
of food. I sing the guidelines mentioned any cook can prepare a meal
•
_that
- will look..and taste good. In the
eat and how-it is-prrrared.-kiarreaoft;7.-weeks
to come we will look into
man% people hase•gime trom heal.%
-different
was.. of huy ing and preparing
cuts ot red Meat to smaller portions of
-food
using
these concepts:
meat . poultr% and tish
With the drought of Itntit
behind us. we are now feeling the

-Chef Larry Adams
Wells Commons
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Dinosaur Jr.
By Troy Moon
Bug is Dinosaur tr•s first full length record with the tag "Jr- officially WOW onto
their name A hunch of sixties leftovers named The Dinosaurs threatened a lawsuit if they
didn't add in. Don't- be fooled though. this record is anything but
a itiniorlevel record. Layers of quitars meshed vkith J Maui,'
distinctive vocals, create a sound that will take you to places
you've never been unkvslyou've heard their last record that is.
Like their last rrcoici. You're Livia; All Over Me.this
new effort relies on the sound ofthe songs rather than the lyrics ta adheve its emotional
impact. Mascis. who speaks more ekiquently with his guitar than his voce. has once
again overdubbed many- guitar tracks- to creare,La swirling pastiche or
-that
overwhelms the senses. Corise...ventl). the record demands close listening in
lulls appreciate whars going on in the music.
Bug does. however. represent a progression in the hand's musical development. Songs like They Always Come and Yeah We know show the hand starting to
use rhythm more electively. The hand demonstrates their developing creativity in hio
Bones hy uniiiing an amplifier's rattling reverh coils in the most creative way rve ever
heard 4a..ase‘renemes with acoustic guitar on various tracks.-as-well. without
disrupting their turbukni sound.
Some differences between the two records aren't good.On s
songs Maw is
has toned down hi% ihh•v.ah attack. whichto my ears is his greatest m nal weapon.
Consequent''.. Bug's most cffectise loop ai the noes that wmploy the ' st wah
soundThese same songs have the most conct on in the vocals as well, hut cove lithe
record scents to pack a bit less emotional punch than You're Living AU Over Me. Still.
Bug canes more wallop than ten ordinary records combined
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h. Auerbach. of couNe. ht up a victory
cigar.
Best Way To Enjoy;The CeffiCifTt'S
not as a stoic journalist with a deadline
to meet. ctistly reserved seat or not. ft •.%
- is the
as'a fan...v.ith the right to ens
game with a passion comparable to that
:with
.... which-104 played. and resultingcatharsis if necessary!
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Professor "Illinois" Ellipsoid has found the Tomb of the Treasures of Thaddius of'
Tunesia. and the -legendary ten bags of coins.-

One bag contains -100gold coins, the

other 9 contain I(X) near perfect coins each. These coins are fake, but distinguishable
only by weight from the real thing. A gold coin weighs 1_01 oz.,fake = 1.(X). He can
carry only

one bag. and the battery indicator on his digital scale shows that he has

only one weighing.left. How can he find which bag has the real coins in it?
in tomorrow's Daily
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Response
Bundy knew of Florida death penalty
To the editor.
I would like to thank you for
publishing the editorial-opinion article
by Joe Grant on Jan. 25 dealing with the
public's reaction to Ted Bundy's execution. Grant's article was both thoughtful
and morally insightful.
Grant saw beyond the simple fact that
Ted Bundy was executed for Mtnmurder. He pointed out that people who

barbarously embrace killing (the death
penalty)as an answer to killing are simply perpetuating the cycle of violence.
Does anybody really think that a
nation-wide death penalty for murder
would have stopped Ted Bundy from
murdering? The fact of the matter is
that Bundy knew there was a death
rrnnsiltid in Pleariells haat-tr.. ho. rebenrnitt....1

the murders. In other words, Bundy

didn't think to himself, "Get, there is
a death penalty here in Florida. I better
not kill anybody.'
The only benefit society will reap
form Bundy's execution is the consolation that hc can never kill again.
However, the other side of the coin is
that there are more Bundy's in our sociewhen the.- —tenti-I killers --e
ty ,
a society, such as ours, which embraces

violence so whole-heartedly, it will undoubtedly facilitate their penchant for
murder.
So my statement to everyone who felt
a sense of joy when Ted Bundy died:
don't worry, be happy -- there will be
other ones for you to celebrate.
_ a_
nu LAoyic
Stillwater Apts.
gr:
a
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To the editor:
Peace of mind, that's all I
wish for as I hear the cracking
plastic of the binding of my
new economics textbook. I stop
to daydream for a second. Was
it freshman year? No, it was
sophomore year when my
roommate and 1 were...well,
never mind. I must gel back to
economics. Every year of my
four-year stay at the university
has had great moments, but
why. am I always bothered by
the school administration? Student life fee: O.K.ao problem.
%hat's another hundreAl7

where are the great benefits we
all heard about? O0000ps! I
forgot all about the arts card.
Parking, ticketing and towing I'm sure brought students
to ponder terrorism, but that
issue is played out.
It can't be denied that
students do find a lack of social
activity at the urirversity. Thank
God for El Cheapos.
A gross overenrollment has
made it difficult for any
younger students to enroll in
many popular courses.
But these problems are undoubtedly found at any large

university, and"Maine has done
some things to amelione the
situation.
What I was told today by one
of my professors began to push
me over the edge of respect for
our administration. My friends,
we are victims of greed, and the
sale of our textbooks reflects it.
Let me descibe the non-profit
sale of this certain textbook.
The price has given him the
decision to declare the text optional. The book normally
ittails at a suggested price of
$34.00. At this price, a normal
profit for any capitalist would

Shnud
l inQtriirt-nrQ

be made, including the university. However, our friends at
the bookstore (or higher offices) have removed the suggested retail price and placed a
new price of $50.00! That is
over a 20 percent increase! Are
all of our texts priced like this?
If so, we are being RIPPED
OFF! Is the extra 20 percent
markup worth the what I might
ha:e donated to this university
es an alumni? You won't get a
penny from me, Dale Lick,
unless we hear from you.
Josh Dolan
Beta Theta Pi WE

1-nlri

last month, Vice-President John Hitt sent a letter
to the University of Maine faculty admonishing us to
keep our syllabi and classes "free of sexist language"
and referring to a policy on non-sexist language which
his administration had adopted in 1986. While many
of my colleagues have
.suggested that this is the son
of thing one simply ignores. I believe that it raises some
This is all that really needs to be said and represents
issues that must be confronted, for it seems to reflect_a position which is shared, I believe, bylbe great majority of faculty here. But since this is to be an entire
a potentially serious misunderstanding of both
column, I would like to add some comments about
academic freedom and administration-faculty
feminism itself, though many of my colleagues won't
relations.
agree with them. For example, does anyone really
Simply stated, 1 do not accept the notion that the
kilo,* what "sexist" language means? The term "sexdut of any az:mt.-Astra:or include the prescri-"on of
ist" is not to be found in my "collegiate edition" of
politically correct forms of discourse to faculty. The
most elementary ciefmitian of academic from gives
Webster's NeviVorld Dictionary.(1 crid riW it in a
new unabridged edition, but it refers only to
faculty, and us alone, individually, authority over the
-"economic exploitation or social domination," not
content of and (since content can hardly be distinguishto any kind of language.) In my opinion, any term so
ed from language) the language we use to teach our
subjective and loosely used as."sexist" belongs more
courses. The AFUM Contract (cf.Art. 2, paragraphs
properly to the realm of Agitprop than to the
is quite explicit on this. It offers no grounds for
vocabulary of intelligent people. Whether there even
the suggestion in Hitt's letter that the sensitivities of
is such a thing as sexist language-or not remains very
any idedlogical special interest constitute a qualificadebatable; a public university should probably not
tion of this freedom.
adopt the feminist position on this issue as though it
I do not know the source of the 1986 statement
were manifestly correct and not just one side of a conv.hich the vice-president cites, or by whom it was
tinuing controversy. I assume that VP Hitt's admoni"adopted," Of why individual faculty should _feel
-lion refers to something besides obviously abusive
bound by it, or what sort of Orwellian minds.concocted the phrase which it contains: "The Universi- 'language, which I really don't think faculty normally
use, that "sexist" language refers instead to various
ty...is committed to ...academic freedom.. It therefore
arcane items on the feminist agenda, such as using
discourages (certain) language." I do note a signifi"mankind" or "man" to mean eVerybody (as every
cant discrepancy between that statement and the way
dictionary says they do), using male pronouns of inlimit
its
prescripcareful
to
Hitt cites it: the former is
determinate
gender (except they be ships or countries),
adthe
i.e.,
to
publications,"
tions t0;"university
calling only a chair a chair, that sort of thing.
ministration arid vim its own employeces say and
The problem is that, on language as on other issues.
publish: Hitt's letter, however, contains the additional
feminists no more represent women in general than
phrase, "including classes," which oversteps a very
Marxists do workers or Zionists Jews. In academe,
important boundary between the administration's
feminism is an ideology embraced by as many men as
sphere and the faculty's. I would like to know how
women; in society at large, it is rejected by more
this phrase got there. I also think someone in the adwomen than support it. Our chief administrators must
ministration should explain to those responsible for
have noticed that in the last three presidential elections
it that neither they nor anyone else should presume
one candidate wholeheartedly endorsed the feminist
to legislate classroom language and that they need to
agenda, his opponent just as clearly rejected it, and
agenda
in
ideological
moderate their zeal for their
most women voters supported the latter candidate each
and
freedom
academic
for
respect
favor of greater
time. There is little evidence that women in general
freedom of speech.

Guest Column
by Richard Blanke

whn t to

*Vim,
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share the feminist hypersensitivity to standard
language usage,so Hitt's admonition really iust caters
to an ideology. Rot to the objective needs of female
students. And I don't think a university should eves
appear to -ernbrice or seek to sanctify a particular
ideology (in this case, one of several competing views.
of womanhood, male-female relations, and society in
general); it should no more accede to the ideological
agenda of Women in the Curriculum than to that of
the Maine Christian Accoeisiiion or the Maine Peace
Action Committee.
By the same token, feminist sensitivities constitute
no more a limitation on academic freedom of lift-1.10in
of speech that the _sensitivities to consider. c.a.
preference for traditional, normal language and the
dislike of awkward neologisms on aesthetic grounds.
No one here demands the right to discriminate against
female students or gratuitously to offend them; many
of us do deny that standard English usage constitutes
such discrimination or that most normal women
perceive it as offensive or that our freedom of expression can be subject to the chance that it "may be interpreted (as such)even if not intended to be"(words
from the 1986 statement) by some androgynous
sourpuss.
I understand that local feminists are unhappy that
they have not received a vice-presidency. I can appreciate the problems of administration who find
themselves in the position of playing flak-catcher to
ttieir Mau-Mau and want to offer compensatory
gestures, e.g., superfluous-administrative positions,
stacked task forces to fashion self serving recommendations, and this kind of admonition to use words at
feminists see fit. My unsolicited (and free) advice to
administrators: you won't be able to satisfy them;
you'll find, as Chamberlain did with Hitler, that their
appetites grow with the feeding.
Of course, it is one thing to "urge" or
"discourage," and I hope VP Hitt will assure us
that this is all he intended, but I trust he agrees that
any effort to dictate politically correct terminology to
faculty has no place in this or any other university,
and that one of the legitimate functions of adminsitration is to make this clear to those among us who seem
to have overlooked it.
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Prosecutor
defends
drug seize
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) —
Maine's federal prosecutor Monday
defended the actions of drug investigators in the seizure two months
ago of. a 10,000 pound marijuana
cache that reported had been
transported by drug agents from
Florida to Maine.
"In no way,as far as I'm coacerned, is this a bogus case,":said U.S.
Attorney Richard S. Cohen - "The
marijuana was destined, from the
time it left Colombia. to come to the
state of Maine."
The Bangor Daily News reported
Monday that the contraband was the
centerpiece of a "double sting" in
which 14 members of an alleged drug
ring were apprehended while the
public was left with the impression
that the marijuana had been brought
into the state by smugglers.
The five-ton marijuana seizure, announced Nov. 25 by state and federal
officals, was portrayed as one of the
largest drug hauls in Maine ever the
past five years, with an estimated
street value of $IO million.
Cohen and the federal Drug Enforcement Administration said at the
time it was a sign that major smugglers may again be eyeing Maine's
3,000 mile coast as an of
loading point for large cargoes of
marijuana, as it was during the 1970s.
However, the .News said the marijuana in question actually had been
taken from a government warehouse
in Florida, where it had originally
had been confiscated by federal
agents. and then transported_ to
Maine by the Coast Guard.
Law enforcement •officials hailed
the marijuana bust as proof of. the
st cccss achieved by Maine's Bureau
of Intergovernment Drug Enforcemmt, a first-in-the-nation attempt to
me-ge federal, state, county, and
loci: police into a single undercover
unit ,1 wage a coorchated war on
drums.
-Coheik-aurchiteci-of
claims. of its board of directors,
TroOlikineklter Confirm nor deny
acccunt,raying he was wantto diz close the dircumstafees
under which the marijuana was
transported to Maine.
In a telephone interview from his
Portland office, Cohen said the investigation remair.s active and be is
barred by federal rules from commenting on the specifics of the case.
He said the seizure and the arrests
. came about after undercover agents
infiltrated both the Colombian
organizations that supplied the mariJill* and.therdistition setwork
within the United States.
"Any suggestion that this is a
bogus case or that these drugs weren't
destined for the state of Maine is absolutely false,". Cohen said.
Saying he wished he were free to
discuss the specifics of the case.
Cohen noted tharthe information
likely would come out when the
defendants go to trial. "I'm really
hamstrung because of the pending
case," he said.
The marijuana scuure accounts for
about half of the approximately $20
million in contraband drugs that
BIDE officials said had been confiscated during the agency's first year
of operation.
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Kimball given 17 years in prison
TAMPA,Fla.(AP)— Olympic diver
Bruce Kimball on Monday was sentenced to 17 years in prison for a high-speed
drunken driving accident last summer in
which he plowed into a group of
teenagers. killing two and injuring four
"You must suffer the consequences of
drunken driving. We must stop it. We
can't scan to get a har--er on it."
Hillsborough Circuit Judge Harry Lee
Coe iii told the 19114 Olympic silver
medalist.„
Calling\the Aug. 1 accident a "terriblegerrible tragedy," the judge said he
hoped the sentence would "scream out
to young people" about the dangers of

drunken driving_
Coe revoked Kimball's drivers license
and said his prison term would be
followed by 15 years probation to include community work aimed at
teaching young people the dangers of
alcohol.
A model prisoner could expect to
serve ("" third of his •-ntence, which
means Kimball could be free in five or
six years, according to defense attorney
Fran Quesada.
Kimball was legally drunk the night
his speeding sports car slammed into a
crowd of some 30 teenagers on a dark
dead-end street at a site known as "the

spot," a popular hangout for
teenagers in suburban Brandon, Fla.
Prosecutors said he roared down the
narrow road at about 75 mph and skidded 397 feet from point of impact, hurling victims 30-60 feet, sideswiping
several cars and leaving a trail of blood.
Kimball, dressed in a blue jail
uniform, stood impa.ssively before the
judge. He said nothing and did not
react when the sentence was read.
Kimballs' attorneys threw him on the
mercy of the court after the 25-year-old
athlete interrupted the start of his trial
Jan. 11 and in a surprise move swiched
his plea to guilty on two counts of driv-
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Maine defenseman Vince Guldoiti makes rush against
Michigan State ia action last Saturday. Maim is currently

. ..
I)
...
m

ranked fourth aatioaally la the WMEB-CHSB Hockey Poll
and fifth in the NCAA rai.
show Wilma Wile,

ing under the influence manslaughter
and three counts of causing great bodily injury while driving under the
influence.
He has been in jail since.
On Monday, Kimball changed his
plea again, this time to no contest, a
technical move aimed at making it easier
for victims to recover damages from his
automobile insurance company.
Later, on the courthouse steps, the
athlete's mother offered an apology.
She also said she found the 17-year
sentence tough.
"I want to let everyone know how
very sorry all of us are for all the pain
and suffering that everyone involved has
had to go through," Mrs. Kimball
said. "I think it's a very stern sentence,
but
not in the judge's shoes."
Florida sentencing guidelines called
for a penalty of between seven and 22
years.
Prosecutors said Kimball had a blood
alcohol count of 0.2, or twice the legal
limit in Florida an hour after the
accident.
At the hearing, Assistant State Attorney John Skye said Kimball "was not
just a little careless, he was not just a
little negligent," He sought the maximum sentence. '
The bloody accident came as Kimball
was in training to qualify for the 1988
U.S. Olympic team. He was released on
bond and families of the victims went
to the Olympic trials in Indianapolis to
protest his quest for a place on the
squad. Kimball ultimately failed to
qualify.
About 25 people, including attorneys
and members of both Kimball's and the
victims' families, stood before the bench
during the sentencing hearing.
Coe said while he initially expected to
give Kimball the maximum sentence, he
gave the defendant "consideration for
throwing himself on the mercy of the
court"

_

Me hockey stiff alive

Are the people of the state of'
Maine now going to lose faith in their
by Andy Bean
nationally ranked hockey team after
Staff Writer
they lost twice to Michigan State
University over the weekend.
The llniversiry_of-Maine_swasnen's
Will the -faithful" fans drop their
swim team earned a split a pair of meets
allegiance to the 23-7 Black Bears
on its road trip this weekend.
after the losses, both by a margin of
The Black Bears defeated the Univer6-3 including Saturday's state-widr
sity of -P&.--Hampshire 178-120 on -- telecast which was_ -locally_seen_oa_
Saturday-before losing to Boston Col-----WLBZ-Channel
—
lege 187-111 on Sunday...
I Sure hope not because in the
UMaine Head Ciiia Teff Wren said
Overall picture, the games against the
he was reasonably happy with the outSpartans were not as important as
come of the weekend. The Black Bears
they were set up to be.
are now 7-2.
Granted UMaine, who dropped
Wren said a one-two finish in the
from second to fourth in the WMEB50-yard freestyle decided the meet
CHSB Media Hockey Poll, would
against„UNH.
much rather sent MSU home
Stacey Seabrease won the event with
with at -least a split. But losses in up-athM24.89 aild Kint -131ittn(25.79)
coming Hockey East games would be
placed second.
much more costly when the NCAA
"If we hadn't done that, the meet
playoff seedings are decided.
could hase been close; it might have
The Black Bears return to the allfired them (UNH) up," he said.
important league play this weekend
Dunn also won the 100-yard(55.12)
when they face the University of New
and 200-yard(14:58.37) freestyle at UNH.
Hampshire in Durham on Friday and
The 200-yard backstroke event was
Saturday nights.
won by Meg Briselden. Her time of
Shawn Walsh's squad will then
host
the University of Lowell on Feb.
(see WOMEN page 15)

Joe Grant
10and II before what will definitely—
be the most crucial aeries of the
season for UMaine.
- They will travel to Boston College,
who is presently second to UMaine in
--Hockey East, for games on Feb. 17
and 19 in what is expected to decide
the league championship .
The Black Bears will end the
regular season at home against
Boston University on Feb. 24 and 25.
In the 12-team NCAA playoff,
Hockey East, the CCHA;ECAC and
WCHA will each have three representatiseXT One league, which is yet
undecided, will have only two, making room for one independent.
They will then be seeded .one
through six in the east and one

trififgh six in the west. The top two
teams in each will get a first round
bye while the other eight play in the
quarter-finals.
The final NCAA Poll will serve as
the seeding medium. The four winners cif the opening rewirtel will thma
travel to play those who received a
bye. The NCAA Final Four will at
the University of Minnesota in Minneapclis on March 30 and April I.
Hats off to Ian McCaw, UMaine's
assistant Sports Information Director. Between the massive amounts of
press, radio, and television representatives, along with coaches and
statisticians in the pressbox, McCaw
somehow brought organization to the
chaos during the NISU series.

•

•
•
•

It was decided on Monday morning that Merrimack College will be
the newest member of Hockey East
beginning next season. They will join
UMaine, Boston College, Northeastern University, University of
Lowell, Boston University, Providence College and the University of
New Hampshire.
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Sooners now No. 1

F-

NORMAN, Okla. (AP) — I atter sictories over Colorado and
OkalahOma coach Billy'Tubbs, an ad- Nesada-Las Vegas, and losses by the top
mirer of the great explorers such as 4hree teams.
In becoming the third team this
Christopher Columbus and Magellan.
has reached uncharted territory with his season to hold the No. 1 spot, the
Sooners received 32 of the 66 first-place'
Sooners.
They're ranked No. 1 in The votes cast by thenationwide panel of
Associated Press college basketball poll sportswritrs and broadcasters and
for the first time in the school's history. 'finished with 1,273 points to edge
"It's something I've always wanted to hnois in the balloting.
Illinois, which became No.1 for the
do," Tubbs said Monday. "I guess
you could say it's a dream come true." first time in 37 years, held the top spot
"You always want to coach the No. for just one week as the Fighting Illini
1 team in the nation, even if it's just for lost to Minnesota 69-62 before rebouna day. You'd like to coach it forever, of ding for a victor* over Indiana. •
When iiiinois lost Thursday night, it
course. i think it's something you work
for, and it came true. I'm happy about appeared Georgetown world move up
one place to the top spot. but the Hovas
that "
The. Sooners, 17-2, were ranked
(see SOONF-RS page )5)
fourth a week ago but jumped to No.

•

WMEB-CHSB
HOCKEY POLL

IN

Sa

—RECORD POINTS
15-0-0
162
24-5-1
152
148
23-7-3
23-7-0
174-1
120
19-3-0
104
18-12-2
100
18-8-4
79
76
1S-9-4
17-10-4
62
16-11-3
17-14-1
55
18-13-1
37
9
1144
7
114-2

ch
at

- 1. Hanard (9 first-place soles)
2. Michigan State (2)
S. Minnesota
.4. Maine
S. Boston College
.St. Lawrence
7. Northers Michigan
8. Lake Sisperior State
9. Wisconsin
10. Illinois-Chicago
ii. Michigan
12. 'Sort). Dakota
13. Bowling Green
14. Corr-, 1..1
15. (larksoa
Also recris tag votes: !Northeastern
16), Alaska-Anchorage (5). Miligan
Tech (5), Ceigate (4), Merrimack (2).
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Ellison knee datnage not serious
LOUISVILLE, ks. (AP) — Coach
Denny Crum and the seventh-ranked
Louisville Cardinals breathed a collective sigh of relief Monday after a
thorough examination of Persis
Ellison's injured left knee resealed no
serious dainao,
Dr. Rudy Ellis, the team's physician.
said a special X-ray machine that can see
through the knee confirmed that Ellison
sprained the medial collateral ligament
and would be sidelined about 10 days.
"The ligament is not twn, nor is any
be sore
cartilage." Ellis said._
for awhile and hell
aced a lOt.of treat:
ment...but I don't think this
due his career in any way."- --That was the best news, in Cnim's

opinion.
'We're pleased that Penis' injury
isn't a disabling one — at least from
long-term aspect," Crum said. "Obviuosly, we hope to get him back as soon
as possible. We'll just have to take it on
a day-to-day basis."
Ellison would miss four games if he's
out for 10 days, but Ellis said he may
be back sooner. -"I'm optimistic enough tokbelieve it
won't take that long," the doctor
said.
Ellisohsaid he would return as soon
as he was able.
"I feel fine; a lot better than I did
yesterday (Sunday)," he said. "I want
to get back as quick as possible and conellInonsw..
•

t ribute."
It (a professional career) banes even
Ellison, the team's leading scorer and— mita and its over.' Dollar bille were
rebounder. hurt his knee after stealing flying away. I guess that's why I
a pass just before halftime in Sunday's couldn't say anything."
85-79 loss to No. 15 Ohio State
An
cast was applied. and Ellison
Ellison's left foot was planted on the leftfte court with the help of two teamfoul line at Ohio State's end of the court mates. Ellison spent the second h2lf in
and his right foot slipped. He fell to the the whirlpool; watching the game on
television. He--ft Freedom Hall on
oU11 writhini\ia pia.
at first, but then it crutches.
"It was pain
Z
\
because it was kina
didn't hurt as
Louissilk. 14-3, was poised to take
of numb," he said. "I could hear the oser the No. 1 ranking in The
doctors and the trait";talking_ttligall Associated Press poll because
topthemselves, but I couldn't say ranked Illinois and No. 2 Georgetown
anything.. probably beiiinise I was both lost last week. But the Cedinals
scared."
fell to seventh as Oklahoma jumped
"I was thinking,'This is it. It's over. from No. 4 to the top of the
list.
101016SMCIEWSIOCIIIWCICICIMMILILICIS1110011116111SICSINICILIVIWCISISIS

You can be a leader...
there's still time_to participate in the first

WOXZW8 LZADER8.1111)PROGRAM
This monthly series of workshops WM deveiop
leaderthip skills of women at-the tInfire-rs
- ity of mahte.

Starts Tuesday. January-M-at

the

- 5:00 pun
—

CFNTTING COP.L.TOMTAML.0 Virern LIA.a.DAIRSKEP
a rximosixecci OT.nut 4rriertrD2 Aatatrr

Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
óu can register at the door or call 5814820
for more information.
There is no-admission fee.
-()TILER WOikaiiiiCIP baTMIN
February 28 - Becoming a Visionary Leader
March 28 - Developing Your Power To Communicate
Effectively
April 18 - How Women /let There: A Role
Modeling`Networking Workshop
.•
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(continued from page 14)

were upset by Louisiana State 82-80 on Tigers had three first-place votes and
Saturday.
1,048 points.
Louisville was next in line for a
Georgetown, which fell to 15-2 with
chance at No. 1, but the Cardinals lost the loss to Louisiana State, dropped
at home to Ohio State 85-79 Sunday. from second to sixth with 1,019 points
To show the wide range of opinion on and the final first-place vote.
who deserved the top ranking, six teams
Louisville was seventh with 1,011
received first-place votes.
points after having its 14-game winning
North Carolina, 18-3, jumped from streak snapped and falling to 14-3.
seventh to third with four first-place
Florida State, 16-1, moved from 11th
votes and 1,074 points, 19 more than to eighth with 797 points and Iowa,
Arizona, 15-2, which improved two 15-3, jumped from 12th to ninth with
places and was named No. 1 on one 651 points, 13 more than Seton Hall,
ballot.
18-2, which rounded out the Top Ten
Missouri, 18-3, stayed fifth. The - after being ninth last week.
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2:16.52 was her best of the season.
UMaine's Noreen Solakoff continued
to show her dominance in the 1000-yard
freestyle, winning with a time of
10:46.78. Nancy Connolly (11:00.57)
placed third in the event, taking 14
seconds off her _previous best time.
Alin, fresbmis MI Abrams won the
201:1-yard butterfly, and 200-yar4'11)dividual medley at UNH.
UNH's Sue Doherty had a strong performance as expected, winning the
100-yard backstroke and 500-yard
"hest yk
-T, But the meet against BC was quite different. as the Eagles dominated, winning 11 of 16 events.
"We knew we really didn't have the
fire power to win there," Wren said.
BC has swimmers ranked at the top
or near the top of every event in New
England, according to Wren.

At BC, UMaine placed swimmers in
events they had not competed in recently. Wren said he wanted to see people
in other events to prepare for New
Englands.
"We could have won the 1000 (yard
freestyle)if we used Noreen (Solakoff),
but I intstiod to toe her in some other
events,-'-' Wren said.
Solakoff still did well, completing an
impressive weekend with victories in the
500-yard freestyle (5:16.78) and
200-yard butterfly (2:16.35).
UMaine also had to swim without
Abrams at BC, who became ill after the
UNH meet.
Audrey Harlow, UMaine's only diver
continued to performed well, sweeping
the one meter and three meter events
against UNH and BC.
Harlow has only a single loss in the
one meter competition thusfar this
season.

The Week in Review...
Thursday and Saturday nights, when
UMaine hosts Canisius and Colgate.

by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer

•ØS

There were a series of interesting
happenings this weekend on thc
University of Maine sports scene.
The women's basketball team
showed some aggrcssiveness on
defense in their two wins over
Vermont.
Friday, the Black Bears used a
diamond-and-one zone along with
precture defpnco 11 rally frnm Ikekinet
for the win.
One of the keys to their Saturday
victory was a 1-2-1-1 full-court pre's.
along with strong play from
freshman Tracey Frene$e, Carrie
Goodhue and Dee Ellis.
Rachel Bouchard will face
her
top frontcourt player Wednesday in
the University of New Hampshire's
Kris Kinney.
Both were All-Seaboard Conference selections last year, with Kinney also a pick the year before.
Both play the low post, and both
score around 20 points a game.
UMaine has had a tough time in
Durham, NH, losing key games the
past few years.

Although the hockey team lost to
Michigan State twice, they dropped
in only two spots, from second to
fourth, according to the WMEBCHSB poll.
Considering how many games the
Black Bears have left in the season,
there are ample opportunities for a
winning-streak that can propel
UMaine to the Final Four.
Then again, there is also plenty of
time for these two losses to set in and
disrupt the flow of any already successful season.
•
•
•

Despite losing to Boston Collate.
the women's swim team once again
looks very powerful and capable of
a top three finish.
Head Coach Jeff Wren believes
BC is the top team, but UMaine and
Northeastern look to be the next best
quads.
The men's team currently stands at
6-3 and is looking to good finish in
the Eastern Championships Mar. 2-4
in Cleibuid, Ohio.
•••
On theciub sport sccne. the next
.se
two
weekends will sec hockey tourFor the men's hoop team to win in
ailments,
as Well as the men's lacrosse
Boston against Northeastern is the
biggest accomplishment of Head :Salm will host their own tourney Feb.
Coach Rudy Keeling's first year at
According to Marc Nachman.
UMaine.
president
of the meres lacrosse team.
And for a freshman, Marty HigMaritime
Maine
Academy. Unity
gins, to hit the winning hoop is
College
College are
and
Assumption
another good sign of things to come
definite, while Northeastern is ters-,
for the Black Bears, _ "
Two potential wins loism in the pit tatively scheduled to play.
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Be famous!
See Mike Di Cicco
or
* Jon Bach
in the Basement of Lord-Hall
or
call 581-1271.
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49ers Jerry Rice Maine men defeat
feels overlooked wildcats, 135-100

NEW YORK (AP) — Jerry Rice that if it had been Montana and Dwight
began to reap the benefits on Monday Clark making the plays instead of Monof being.nsuned Most Valuable Player tana and Rice, they would have gotten
Bob Leonard (22.25), Kevin Broad
by Andy Bean
in the Super Bowl, but again he said he's. mote-attention.
and Bill Stone (23.04) v. cre
(22.80)
Staff Writer
been obscured by the higher profiles of' -- "If it were Joe Montana, Dwight
responsible
for UMaine's sweep in the
Joe Montana and Bill Walsh.
•Clark, it would have been headlines all
•
Broad's first place
freestyle.
-yard
50
diving.
Freestyle
and
Rice, who caught 11 passes for 215 over." he said, adding "I'm not sayahead of the
seconds
44
was
finish
season
what
taken
to
all
has
That's
it
yards as the San Francisco 49ers bcat the ink it's racism." But when asked if he
swimmer.
UNH
nearest
Univerwin
took
that's
what
and
the
it
Cincinnati Bengals 20-16 eight days ago, though racism was involved, he replied: •
In the diving events, Brad Russell
sity of Maine men's swim tairti to defeat
arrived here to receive for the second "Yeah, I would say so." On Monday,
the University of New Hampshire in (265.80) slipped by teammate Rick
time the sports car awarded to him by he said he didn't think racism was inKeene (265.20) in the one meter event.
Durham on Saturday.
Sport Magazine. The first time was a volved, but added: "What I said needRussell (299.65) also won the three
5Q.
UMainc
and
swept the 200-yard
week ago.
ed to be said."
event.
meter
yard
first
had
freestyle
events
and
and
He was hardly starved for attention,
Moreover he said that his agent, Jim
Jerry Rally Was impressive,
UNH's
second
place
one
finishes
both
the
in
sitting down for interviews with nearly Steiner, had received numerous phone
winning
the 1000-yard freestyle
competithree
meter
meter
and
diving
a, doccn__reporters, then sitting for in- calls about possible endorsements. And
(10:26.04), 400-yard individual medic'.
tions
earn
to
135-100
over
a
win
the
dividual television interviews.
he acknowledged that his role in San
(4:17.65) and the 500-yard freestyle
Wildcats.
But amidst all that, he still said in his Francisco's Super Bowl victory might
improves
The win
the Black Bears (4:53.70).
quiet way that he believed his have been forgotten because Walsh step;—
Switzer was pleased with tiMaine's
record
to
6-3
UNH
and
drops to 1-9.
achievements in the suune had been over- ped down as coach in favor of George
Head Coach Alan Switzer said,"We performance in the 400-yard individual
shadowed by the attention paid to Seifert.
medley.
continued
to dominate the freestyle and
Walsh's retirement as coach and to
He also said he had nothing against
diving events."
Peter Small and Brad Burnham
Montana for quarterbacking the 92-yard Montana.
first and second in the event
finished
"We
had
tough
a
week
of
practice.
drive that won the game in the final
"Joe and I have a good understanthey were tired but they still did a de- "They did reasonably good for a prethree minutes.
ding," he said. "We've got good
Fhampionship swim," Switzer said.
cent job."
"I went back to the Bay Area and I chemistry going. It was nothing against
UMaines
—
Bcfurc the meet Switzer was a bit conTons
Satryes
tio413.
felt like I didn't get rh.• coyeri...e
10)
ieci
him. But!just felt I had to use me andthe
way
because the team usually swims
in
cerned,
the
200-yard
freestyle.
The
deserved," Rice said.
Dwight Clark as examples of people
time was his personal best for a dual
the 200-yard event. This is the only 400.
"I don't think it was racism. Maybe who are built up by the media."
meet. Todd Dyer (1:50.67) and Steve
yard I.M. competition UMaine will have
it was because of Bill Walsh retiring or
Rice also pointed out that Walsh had
Rolfe (I.:53.10) followed.
before the Eastern Championships,
maybe because of Joe Montana, but called him and told him the laid-back
somewhere, Jerry Rice got iost in the Bay Area is not as lucrative an area for
'.%,%%\ \•\ \ \ • \ \ \
\\ \
\ \ \\
\
shuffle. I expected to get a little more endorsements by athletes as,
say
respect."
Chicago, where 16 Bears got radio or
Rice mask simiirsr retnarks last walk. television shows after their
Super Bowl
telling a San Francisco television station victory following the 1985 season.
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Spring Rush '89
WOR11 ST17/Dir roarrzoN AYAILAII12.31
10% pm

The University of Maine system office of
Human
Resources located in Bangor has an opening for
a work-study student to perform a variety
of
secretarial-clerical duties. The wage is $4.60
per hour. Willing to work around class
schedule.
Interested students contact Carole Berry at
947-0336 1Ext: 220J for more information.

BOXff ShOrt

800 pin

Party

desasn an oral pair of boxers

4 30 pm
•

Come & Meet the Sisters
in the BasementofBalentine

PERSONALS

•

Send Valentine's Day Personarto someone you know!

Only .50 cents per line
At The Dail.0 Maine Campus in the basement of Lord Hall.
Personals will be printed in Friday's issue of The Daily
Maine Campus
Deadline for Personals is Thursday, Feb. 9 at 12:00
noon.
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